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while the sunshine fix's latest
has moments that make it a
real bargain, the band's best
work is still in their past. after

all, if you're a fan of post-
grunge rock, you have to

admire the return of melodic
rock that's gone missing from

the last decade of music. this is
precisely why green

imagination sounds so much
like a lost era. the sunshine fix
haven't dropped out-- they've

simply returned to a time when
they could have easily dropped

out. the group's first two
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magical mystery records are
rightly hailed as the most
influential, essential post-
grunge albums. but green
imagination is a far more

perfect album, and its true
successor. magical mystery

albums are all about the sound,
and they really don't come any
cooler than this one, although

for some reason, they're almost
never mentioned in the same

breath as the album that
preceded it. this is clearly a

transitional period for the band,
and a time for consolidation.

the group's core sound is
already starting to move away

from the genre's hardcore roots
toward a more conventional
rock sound, but it's still not

quite there yet. as a result, the
sunshine fix has to experiment
a bit to find their new identity.
lfix's orange crate art program
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is perfect for those of you who
want to create and compile a

killer library of images and
videos. you can also use it to

create a wide range of effects,
including green screen to give
your videos a unique look and

feel. check out our orange crate
website to get the full scoop on

the program: the primary
problem with green imagination

is the lack of a coherent
narrative. the album is a series
of scattered ideas, delivered in

an unfocused manner, like a
bunch of college kids letting off
steam with a series of loosely

connected snapshots. and
that's a shame, as doss has a
strong facility for delving into
challenging emotional terrain.
tension is, and the title track

that follows it, are perhaps the
best showcases for his

songwriting skills, but green
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imagination has little to offer
that's simply cathartic. doss has

better luck on dream ritual, a
30-minute jam of '70s-inflected
rock and funk that flows from

start to finish in a richly
textured continuum.
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We like to present the best of
the best of everything, and that

includes the best episodes of
our most requested how to

videos. And while weve
included some of those

episodes in this episode, there
are some entire episodes which
didnt make it into this specific

video. In this episode, we cover
the following: How to correctly
and efficiently remove the spill
from behind your subject Multi-

layered keying to remove
almost any unwanted

background movement Cutting
and pasting footage to get clips
exactly the way you want them

Unwanted background
movement - the power and

future of rotoscoping Linking to
AE and Premiere Pro Scripts
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How to properly expose
correctly, and how to change
exposure - correctly. Working
with exposure masks - such as

using a greenscreen, then
throwing a plug in to brighten
or darken the scene. Making
your subject color corrected

and hi-keyed within After
Effects. Improving your color

correction in Premiere Pro. And
any other corrections you might
need. rutgers-camden held its
annual easter egg hunt with

over 700 children participating!
there was lots of candy, games,

and colorful eggs for all to
enjoy. participants were also
given coloring sheets, note

pads, and balloons to practice
the art of egg decorating. it was
a great time for all! in the week

of jesus' resurrection, the
people were gathered at the

tomb of jesus, wrapping him in
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sheets and placing him inside.
they all waited together for god
to give them the proclamation
that the christ, their messiah,

had been resurrected!
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